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(Mk 6:7-13) 

 In the Gospel, Jesus is training the twelve apostles for their future work in 
the Church.  He sends them out in pairs to announce the Kingdom of God, 
accompanied by the power of God’s healing to serve as confirmation of the 
message.  By instructing the apostles to anoint with oil, Jesus is preparing for the 
future Sacrament of the Anointing of the Sick in the life of the Church.   

 Healing continues to be a primary sign of the Kingdom of God, confirming 
the efficacy of the Gospel message, and this healing is two-fold: physical and 
spiritual.  Wherever the Gospel is preached and Christianity is established, the sick 
are ministered to and experience cures, graces, and alleviation of suffering.  
Likewise, demons are expelled as people experience recovery from addictions and 
other bondage to sin.   

 Apart from Christianity, in most pagan cultures, “medicine” and “healing” 
consist of superstition, administered by witchdoctors through the incantation of 
spells.  Christian missionaries, benefitting from practices, principles, and wisdom 
given by God since Old Testament times, brought a more effective approach to the 
healing of ailments, together with a spiritual understanding of suffering based on 
the Cross, together with actual graces and the power of miracles poured out 
according to God’s generous will (and not according to superstitious spells).   

 In the early history of the Church, much of this healing ministry occurred in 
the monasteries, which incorporated facilities for helping the sick.  In the middle 
ages, it was the monks who developed the principles of modern medical science, 
adding to the ancient body of knowledge with new research.  The renowned 
Benedictine abbess St. Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) compiled an important 
encyclopedia of worldwide herbs and plants known for their healing properties.   

 Wherever Christianity has flourished, God has blessed the advance of true 
medicine and healthcare, upholding the dignity of man.  It was another great saint, 
the Franciscan tertiary and queen St. Elizabeth of Hungary (1207-1231), who 
established one of her castles as a full-time, multi-bed facility dedicated to the care 
of the sick and fully staffed by professional physicians at her expense, the first 
modern “hospital.”   

 This care and attention to the sick continues the practice of Jesus, and that of 
the apostles who were sent in his name.  But the Church has always had a 
distinctive approach to healthcare which opposes not only the superstition of pagan 
culture, but also the ruthless eugenics of modern atheistic medicine.   
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 The Church does not practice abortion or euthanasia.  It does not practice 
sterilization or mutilation of the body for reasons of vanity.  It does not practice 
genetic manipulation for the purpose of farming a certain kind of human being.  It 
does not subject people to medical experimentation without moral justification that 
respects the dignity of the body and the principle of informed consent.  Nor does it 
practice the sin of pharmaceutical usury, utilizing human suffering as a means to 
profit.  The Church respects the medical profession of physician and nurse as a true 
personal vocation of service, not simply a career or business decision.   

 Above all, as the Gospel makes clear, the Church views healthcare as a dual 
mission: the healing of body and soul, with a priority in fact, on the soul.  The 
Kingdom of God will be fully established with Christ’s return and the Resurrection 
of the just.  The temporary healing of the body in this world is a sign and pledge of 
that future Life.  Most important is the healing and redemption of the soul.  Thus 
the Anointing of the Sick is a sacrament which includes and requires the 
forgiveness of sin in addition to the anointing of the body; the Anointing of the 
Sick is closely related to its sister sacrament of healing which is 
Penance/Confession; and both of them lead to the Sacrament of the Eucharist, 
which is life and eternal nourishment for both body and soul.   

 The Christian approach to healing, begun by the apostles, and continued in 
the monasteries and Catholic hospitals, is therefore a two-fold ministry.  Monks 
administered both herbs and prayers.  St. Elizabeth’s hospital provided for full-
time clergy to serve alongside the physicians.  Patients today in a Catholic hospital 
continue to receive the Sacraments of Anointing and Eucharist in addition to 
surgery and nursing care.   

 There is no true health without faith and prayer, and all healing recognizes 
the that ultimate triumph over illness is found only in the Resurrection of Christ.  
We do not approach medicine with the arrogance of atheism, but with the humility 
that acknowledges illness as a consequence of Original Sin, and healing as a gift of 
God.   

 


